The secret number contains these digits: 1, 9, 9, 2

Secret Number < 9,000

Secret Number > 2,000

The smallest digit is in the ones place.
Right after the comma, you'll find a pair of upside-down sixes.

The secret number is...

2,991
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The secret number contains these digits: 1, 9, 9, 2

Secret Number < 9,000

Right after the comma, you’ll find a pair of upside-down sixes.

What do you think the secret number is?
Number Detective

Name: ______________________

Monday’s Guess: _____________

Tuesday’s Guess: _____________

Wednesday’s Guess: ___________

Thursday’s Guess: _____________

Friday’s Guess: ________________

Number Detective

Name: ______________________

Monday’s Guess: _____________

Tuesday’s Guess: _____________

Wednesday’s Guess: ___________

Thursday’s Guess: _____________

Friday’s Guess: ________________
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